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Excel in
Case Interviews

Int roduct ion :  The  Case In te rv iew
School/C lub Program T i t le
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¤ Chicago Booth MBA, ’00
¤ 8 yrs consulting + 10 yrs technology industry
¤ Chicago Booth Career Services (2008-2010)
¤ Creator: Capture Consulting Offers Program

Welcome by 
Pam Schilling
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Focus of program with 
Arch Career Partners

Interview Preparation

• Primary research 
to learn about 
firms more 
deeply 

• Create 
relationships that 
become 
advocates to 
support 
interview 
invitations

• Create target 
firms

• Answer “Why do 
you want to 
work for our 
firm?”

• Business issue 
variety

• Show structure 
and insights

• Practice firm 
styles

• Why Consulting
• Why this firm
• Resume questions
• Behavioral & 

experience 
questions

• Firm specific 
questions

• Questions to ask
• Closing the 

interview

Prep Experience
Interview

Excel at this area

• Resume
• Cover letter
• LinkedIn profile
• Introduction 

(Elevator Pitch)

Prep Cases
Practice 50+ cases 
(Quality > Quantity)

Build Job Search 
Tools

Showcase your background

Research
Know distinctions 

between firms

Network
Build knowledge 
and advocacy

1 2 3 4 5
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Purpose of this discussion

Overv iew o f  the  
case  in te rv iew

1

In t roduce so lv ing  a  
case

2

Share  foundat ions  
benef ic ia l  fo r  

cases

3
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What is a
case interview?
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Bus i nes s s i t ua t i on
the  CASE

REA L - T I ME
pr ob l em s o l v i ng

45-MI NUTES
( l es s &  mor e)

NO
r es ou r ces

INTRO: 
WHAT IS 
A CASE 
INTERVIEW

S I MUL ATES  
the  job
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Case Examples

The spice division of a 
major food manufacturer 
has had flat or declining 
sales and profits over the 
past 5 years. What should 

the company do to 
improve its performance?

1 2 3
Your friend is thinking about 

taking his business degree and 
becoming an entrepreneur. In 
fact, there is a hot dog stand 

you regularly see in the 
downtown area of your city, in 
a busy area, which often has 
a long line. He thinks he might 

buy it. 

How would you evaluate this 
decision & what would be the 
maximum price you are willing 

to pay?

You are advising the new 
Dean of the X Graduate 
School of Business (your 
school or other). What 

would you highlight as the 
key issues and challenges, 

and how would you 
recommend handling 

them? 
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What does a case interview assess?

Problem 
Solving

Communication

Analytics

PrioritizationCreativity

Pragmatism

REAL business problem

NO RIGHT answer

ATTENTION to structure

NOT about cracking the case
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What is a candidate aiming to demonstrate

REALITY

Approaching and 

showing attitude you 
would have at your 

job/for a client

STRUCTURE

Remaining structured 

throughout the 
interview

LOGIC

Providing rationale or 

basis for thoughts, 
conclusions, 

recommendations

CONFIDENCE

Displaying presence and 

energy, while tackling 
challenges

Theory Real-World
Knowledge Analytics Pragmatism Creativity
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g i q’s b w

INTERVIEWER 
GREETING

INTRODUCTION
CASE 

BACKGROUND

NON-CASE 
QUESTIONS 

(MAYBE)

WORK THE CASE

Case interview typical flow

q’s

ASK QUESTIONS 
OF INTERVIEWER

w

WRAP-UP
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g i r b c

INTERVIEWER 
GREETING

INTRODUCTION
BEHAVIORAL 
QUESTIONS

RESUME 
WORKTHROUGH

MINI CASE 
(5-10 MINUTES)

Interview with a “mini” case

q’s

ASK QUESTIONS 
OF INTERVIEWER

w

WRAP-UP

1. Short question prompt
2. Limited (or no) data
3. Focus: structure, questions, 

perspective, questions or ideas 
vs. solving
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Self-directed

Interviewer-led

Written

Team

Mini cases / Scenarios

Variety of case delivery styles
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Focus:
Case Solving-
Introduction
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Case
solving
approach

NOTE 1: The foundation for the Case Solving Approach is based on “The Case Study Handbook: How to Read, Discuss, and Write Persuasively About Cases” by 
William Ellet, from Harvard Business Press.
NOTE 2: The above reference in NOTE 1 also serves as good reading material for overall case preparation fundamentals.

CASE START
(aka, STRUCTURE)

SOLVE

CONCLUDE
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Flow: Solving a Case

• Apply info/bus 
acumen

• Ask ?
• Analyze
• Synthesize

H.I. ? H.I. ? H.I. ? H.I. ? H.I. ?
High
Impact
Questions

Hypothesis/Brainstorm
Structure
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CASES PROMPT A QUESTION...
EVALUATE THE APPLICABLE SITUATION(S)

ANALYS IS

1

EVALUAT ION

2

DECIS ION

4

PROBLEM

3
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Situations and example case questions

ANALYSIS

1
EVALUAT ION

2

DECIS ION

4

PROBLEM

3

• Apply formulation/calculate, estimate, chart review
• Takeaways and insights, implication to a larger question

• Given a set of variables, what is 
the one year ROI% for the project?

• What is the market size in revenue 
for X product?
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Situations and example case questions

EVALUATION

2
ANALYS IS

1

DECIS ION

4

PROBLEM

3

• Judgment about worth, value, or 
effectiveness

• Criteria to serve as a basis of 
assessment

• Do you agree with the UK’s 
decision to leave the EU?

• What do you think about the return 
policy offered by retailer X?
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Situations and example case questions

PROBLEM

3
ANALYS IS

1

DECIS ION

4

EVALUAT ION

2

• Need to explain the cause(s)
• Fix negative results or pursuit of opportunity

• Manager is not getting traction for a 
new sales strategy – Why?

• A new marketing campaign had a 
low response rate – Why?
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Situations and example case questions

DECISION

4
ANALYS IS

1

PROBLEM

3

EVALUAT ION

2

• Recommendation or answer: 
Yes/No, Where, How

• Give option(s), criteria, evidence 
to support, timelines, risks

• Should the company launch a new 
product – Yes or No?

• What should be done to improve 
market share?
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Case situations are not mutually exclusive

DECISION

4
ANALYS IS

1

EVALUAT ION

2

…what would you 
recommend to 
address this issue?

Questions require both problem and 
decision to be addressed

PROBLEM

3

The company has 
declining 
profitability…
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# CASE EXAMPLES Situation Type

① The spice division of a major food manufacturer has had flat or 
declining sales and profits over the past 5 years. Why? Problem

Should the company acquire the major competitor of the spice 
division? Evaluation à Decision

② Your friend is thinking about taking his business degree and 
becoming an entrepreneur. In fact, there is a hot dog stand he 
regularly sees in downtown [City], in a busy area, which often 
has a long line. He thinks he might buy it. What do you think of 
his idea?

Evaluation

What would be the maximum price he should pay for the 
business? Calculation

③ You are advising the new Dean of [Name] Graduate School of 
Business. What would you highlight as the key issues and 
challenges, and how would you recommend handling them?

Evaluation à Decision

?

?

Activity: Identify the Case Situation

?

?

?
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Focus:
Building knowledge

for cases
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Topics / Business Issues in Cases

Business 
Problems

1 Profitability Declining profit, how to improve revenue, how to reduce 
costs, choice of options to maximize profit

2 Market Study New market entry, revenue growth, gain market share, 
competitor response

3 M&A/JV Acquire, merge, partner, post-M&A integration, change 
management

4 Investments New business, geography, products, capacity, technology

5 Internal Evaluation Marketing (4 P’s), service, organization, leadership, culture, 
finance, R&D, sales, change management

6 PE/VC/Startup Unique considerations for these businesses and investor-
structures/business stages

7 Nonprofit/NGO/Publi
c Sector

Unique considerations beyond profit motive, board issues, 
efficacy

Math •Market sizing
•Quantitative analysis/Math problem

Logic / Reasoning • Brainteasers
• Estimate/Guesstimate-approach

Across a variety of 
industries, business 

types, and sizes
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Business Foundations/Frameworks for Cases
Topics Frameworks/Formulas

1. Accounting • Balanced Scorecard
• Breakeven
• Financial Statements
• Financial Drivers

• Ratios
- Gross Margin
- Net Profit Margin
- ROA
- ROE
- ROI

2. Economics • Microeconomics – Supply/Demand, Price Elasticity
• Macroeconomics – Factors, GDP

3. Finance • Valuation
• Cash vs. Profit
• Free Cash Flow

• Terminal Value
• M&A (strategy, merger integration)

4. Marketing • Market segmentation / profiling
• Market share
• Marketing Mix (4 P’s of Marketing)

5. Operations • Supply chain theory • Process analysis

6. Strategy • Ansoff Matrix (Product Market 
Growth)

• BCG Growth-Share Matrix
• Business Model
• Foreign Market Entry Modes
• GE/McKinsey Matrix

• Competitive Advantage
• PESTEL  (Environmental scan)
• Porter’s Five Forces
• Porter’s Generic Strategies
• 7-S Framework
• Value chain analysis
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Wrap-Up
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• Case question, 
objectives, facts

• Ask high impact 
questions 
(throughout)

CLARITY

CONCLUDING

STRUCTURE

SOLVING

OVERALL

Case Solving Best Practices

* Synthesized from Bain, BCG, LEK and McKinsey websites, Wet Feet Guides, Tim Darling book,, numerous other case resources!
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ATTEND

BROWSE

REVIEW

Next Steps

1

2

3
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Excel in Consulting
and Case Interviews

Presented by:  Pam Sch i l l ing
Capture  Consu l t ing  Of fe rs

www.archcareerpar tners .com


